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A summary of the lecture on the current status of heavy-ion physics, given at
the European School of High-Energy Physics, is presented. We introduce the
main goal of this field, i.e. the study of the transition between ordinary hadronic
matter and Quark–Gluon Plasma (QGP), the predicted new state of matter com-
posed of deconfined quarks and gluons. As heavy-ion physics is more driven
experimentally than by theory, the main part of the lecture is devoted to experi-
mental signatures of a QGP formation, and to the recent results from the CERN
SPS lead-ion programme. Among others, two main results are discussed: the
more than order of magnitude enhancement in the production of
 
hyperons,
and the observation of significant drops in the  production as a function
of energy density. Further, we describe the future experimental programme at
heavy-ion colliders, at RHIC at Brookhaven and at LHC at CERN. We con-
clude that the present results give evidence for the formation of a new state of
matter with characteristics compatible with those predicted for a QGP. There-
fore, it is of utmost interest to study the properties of this new state of matter in
much cleaner conditions at the higher collision energies provided by the new
heavy-ion colliders.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this lecture we will discuss the physics investigated in heavy-ion interactions at ultra-relativistic en-
ergies. The main motivation for colliding heavy ions at maximal achievable energy is to observe the
hadronic matter under extreme conditions of high energy density. It is believed that eventually we will
reach sufficient temperature or baryon density to produce a new state of matter, a Quark–Gluon Plasma
(QGP) [1, 2]. In this new state the quarks are no longer confined inside individual hadrons, but they are
free to move within the interaction region. Intuitively it is clear that if we were able to compress hadronic
matter beyond the limit at which the mean distance between hadrons is comparable to the hadron size,
the usual picture of quark confinement cannot hold any more. The main goals of the study of heavy-ion
collisions are to look for a transition between ordinary hadronic matter and QGP, and to investigate its
properties and those of the new QGP state.
The theory of strong interactions, Quantum ChromoDynamics (QCD), becomes, however, too com-
plicated when applied to these collective phenomena. The only rigorous results up to now are obtained
from numerical calculations on a lattice for zero baryon density. In order to get predictions for realistic
experimental conditions one has to use extrapolations or models based on the underlying theory.
In addition to the interest of heavy-ion physics for QCD itself, this topic is also relevant to other
fields, namely cosmology and astrophysics. Firstly, the transition from QGP to ordinary hadronic matter
— hadro-synthesis — had to occur some 10  seconds after the Big Bang, as schematically shown in
Fig. 1. Depending on the nature of this transition, critical fluctuations may have developed, which in
turn may be traced in the further evolution of the universe. Secondly, the transition from hadronic matter
to QGP may happen in the inner core of neutron stars. The presence of a QGP core may be detected
by measuring their physical properties, like the luminosity, the surface temperature, and the revolution
frequency.
We shall give a brief overview of physics motivations for the study of heavy-ion collisions in the
next section. The expected signatures of a phase transition will be discussed in the Section 3. In the
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Fig. 1: Temperature evolution of the universe as a function of time after Bing Bang.
absence of rigorously calculable predictions for today’s experimental conditions, this field of physics is
naturally more driven experimentally than by theory. We will review the recent experimental results from
the CERN SPS lead-beam programme, where at present the highest available energy for experiments with
heavy ions is achieved, in Section 4. Further, in Section 5, we will give the interpretation of experimental
results. The last section is devoted to future experimental programmes at heavy-ion colliders. First, the
experiments just starting at the Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider (RHIC) at BNL will be mentioned, and
then the ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) machine, under
construction at CERN, will be discribed.
2. PHYSICS MOTIVATION
2.1 QCD symmetries
There exists a simple argument put forward by K. Gottfried and V.F. Weisskopf [3] to explain why the
QCD vacuum is more complicated than the QED (Quantum ElectroDynamic) one. Due to quantum fluc-
tuations a pair of charged particles in a singlet state can pop-up from a vacuum; charge means electric
charge ! in QED, and colour charge "$# in QCD. The relative momentum % acquired by these two particles
and their separation in space & are restricted by the uncertainty relation: %(')&+*-, . Therefore, the minimal
kinetic energy, if they are separated by a distance & , should be .0/21 3546%879,:& , when we neglect their
masses. The potential energy between the point-like charges is given by .0;=<?>@46ACBDE:FHG:IJ&LK , where B is















In QED this is true for all distances & above Planck scale, but in QCD the validity of this expression is
restricted to small distances & .
Let us first look at what is happening in QED. The square of electric charge B D 4-! D 4ZGEI\[^]`_ is
for large distances &badc determined by the well-known electromagnetic fine-structure constant [ ]`_ 4
,:E,:eEf . When going to shorter distances & , this electromagnetic running constant [^]`_ rises, however,
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Fig. 2: Qualatitive dependance of the energy of a charge singlet pair, poped-up from the vacuum, on the distance between the
charges, in the case of QED (a) and in the case of QCD (b).
very slowly. For example, at the electroweak scale, i.e. 100 GeV or &b7Nwx',:y:z fm, the electromagnetic
running constant rises to [ ]`_ 4N,:E,:wE{ , but even at Planck scale, i.e. ,Ey}|H~ GeV or &bN,Ey}z?z cm, its value
will still be small, only about [ ]_ 4,:Ef: . So, in QED the numerical factor ,XABDE:FHG:I\K04,A[ ]_ in
Eq. (1) varies very little, between 0.987 and 0.993, when varying the pair separation between Planck scale
and infinity. As a consequence, when e  e  pairs pop-up from a vacuum, they will be unstable because
their energy is always positive (see Fig. 2a). The pair will then annihilate within the time scale ,E:.0;QP 1 R ,
which is again given by the uncertainty relation. The QED vacuum is filled with virtual charge pairs.
Using the same reasoning in QCD we will get qualitatively different behaviour. The square of




1 at short distances &a y vanishes, i.e. [ # a y . The value of [ #
increases with the distance & , and the change is much faster than that of [ ]`_ in QED. At the Planck scale
it is expected to be [ # 7y
Y
yG , at the W-mass scale ( 9,Ey:y GeV) the value [ # 49y
Y
,E,:{ was measured,
and eventualy it rises to [^#Ł7, at J$ scale, i.e. at distance &7, fm. Therefore, the numerical fac-
tor ,ANB D :FHG:I\K4,CA[ # in Eq. (1) decreases with distance, and at &7, fm becomes negative. As
we mentioned above, at large & the energy of a singlet pair in QCD is no longer given by Eq. (1), but
is rather proportional to the distance & . This is motivated by the string model, and the proportionality
factor is the so-called string constant  , which can be estimated from the slope of the Regge trajectory
(and, again, will depend on the colour configuration of the singlet). The essential fact is that at large dis-
tances the energy of the pair rises linearly with the distance, .0;QP 1SR 4N& , and becomes positive again. As
schematically shown in Fig. 2b, in QCD the energy of the pair first decreases, becomes negative, and then
increases, as we separate the colour charges. Therefore, the energy of the pair has a minimum at some
distance &=CN, fm, and moreover, the value of this minimum is negative. As a consequence, an ‘empty’
( .4y ) vacuum become unstable because there exists a configuration with lower energy. The pairs of
colour charges popped-up from the vacuum should stay there forever and become real pairs. In the QCD
vacuum, one expects to have gg and   pairs with a typical separation &  , fm, the gg pairs having
larger probability, as the octet charge is numerically greater than the triplet one. These pairs will be in a
singlet colour and spin state.
In other words, when we try to create from a vacuum by quantum fluctuation a pair of charged par-
ticles, in QED the kinetic energy of the electron–positron pair always dominates over the energy stored in
the electromagnetic field, because the field is ‘weak’. In QCD, on the other hand, the field is ‘strong’, and
the energy stored in the field overcomes at some distance the kinetic energy of the pair. The total energy
1Note, that there is a different numerical factor in this relation for the two singlet configurations: octet–antioctet — gg pair,
and triplet–antitriples configuration —   pair; however, this does not change the qualitative conclusion of our discussion.
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of the pair of colour charges then becomes negative. Therefore, the QCD vacuum is spontaneously filled
by gg, and to a lesser extend, by   real pairs, and this ‘vacuum condensate’ has important consequences.
The interaction of between quarks and gluons is described by the QCD Lagrangian. The QCD
Lagrangian has two approximate symmetries, which become exact in the two limiting cases for quark
masses  that enter the Lagrangian (so-called ‘current’ or ‘bare’ masses):
 for   adc we obtain a pure gauge SU(3) theory without dynamical quarks, which has Z
z
(centre
of SU(3) group) symmetry;
 for   ady we get QCD with massless dynamical quarks, which reveal chiral symmetry.
We shall give some arguments why these symmetries (or better, their breakings) are reflected in the tran-
sition between phases of QCD matter.
In a pure gauge theory (i.e. a c ) at zero or low temperature the centre Z
z
symmetry is ex-
act [4]. The centre group consists of elements, gauge transformations themselves, that commute with the
gauge group SU(3). Therefore, the Z
z
centre transformations do not change the gauge (gluon) fields but,
in general, they could change the quark fields. When we calculate the expectation value of the Polyakov
line, i.e. the trace of the quark propagator continued over complex time (
V@¡ Q¢
, where ¢ is the tempera-
ture), which is a quark observable, we get a multi-valued (3-valued for SU(3) QCD) path integral. Such






, where £2¤¥4-¦¨§©F ¡ wIJªLEe:K are the centre
elements. The three components of the Polyakov line have equal absolute values and different phases £ ¤ .
As a consequence, for the Polyakov line expectation value we obtain zero due to the destructive inter-
ference in the Z
z
symmetric case. The physical meaning of this is that if we put inside a purely gluonic
world, at zero or low temperature, a static test colour quark, the detector will always see this test quark
coming through three different paths with completely destructive interference, and therefore this quark
will remain undetectable.
When we raise the temperature ¢ above a certain value, the complex time ¡ Q¢ becomes shorter
than the correlation length ,:Q¢¬«,:Q J$ , and the coherence needed for destructive interference will
be violated by suppression of some of the paths. The expectation value for the Polyakov line will be-
come non-zero. In other words, the Z
z
symmetry ‘charge’, i.e. the 3-valued phase angle, will no longer
be a ‘good’ quantum number, and a linear superposition of the states with different ‘charges’ could be
realised, which means that our test quark becomes detectable and hence deconfined. To summarise: at
low temperature the system of a gluonic vacuum and the test charge has enough time to re-arrange it-
self and it stays completely coherent, the colour charge of the test quark is always completely screened.
However, when the temperature increases, i.e. the colour charges shake faster, above some critical value
¢®­ the vacuum has not sufficient time to follow with re-arrangement, the coherence is destroyed and the
test colour charge becomes visible. Therefore, we expect a phase transition at ¢¯­°7±CJ$ between a
low-temperature confined phase and a high-temperature deconfined phase. The order parameter of this
transition is the Polyakov line mentioned above, which is zero below ¢®­ and finite above. The reason for
this phase transition is the dynamical breaking of Z
z
symmetry. This symmetry is exact at low tempera-
tures and breaks down at high temperatures, while usually dynamical symmetry breaking proceeds in an
opposite way. Moreover, usually the symmetry is broken due to a degeneration of the potential energy
minima, while Z
z
symmetry is broken as a consequence of the kinetic energy increase.
In the other limit (  ady ) the QCD Lagrangian for light quarks (u, d and s) reveal SU(3) flavour
symmetry independently for left-handed and right-handed quarks, i.e. it has chiral symmetry SU(3)²0³
SU(3)´ . This is a consequence of the fact that massless quarks move in any system with the velocity of
light, and therefore their helicity becomes a ‘good’ quantum number. Because the gauge field (gluons)
is a vector field, due to the helicity conservation a left-handed quark can couple only with a left-handed
antiquark and a right-handed quark with a right-handed antiquark. As we discussed above, in the vacuum
there exist   pairs and they have to be in the singlet state not only in colour but also in spin. Already
this means that the vacuum is broken, since there are   pairs in a scalar state, i.e. containing  and  of
opposite helicities, which in massless limit do not interact. If we put inside such a vacuum a test massless
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quark, for example, with a right-handed helicity, it can annihilate on a right-handed antiquark thus liber-
ating a left-handed quark [5]. For an observer at some distance this will look like the test quark, being
in a vacuum, changes spontaneously its helicity. Therefore, it cannot move with the speed of light, and
hence it had to acquire some dynamical mass µ  . Chiral symmetry is dynamically broken due to the  
vacuum condensate.
As we raise the temperature, we increase the kinetic energy, and, at some critical value ¢¯­ of the
order of the lightest meson mass ·¶ , we shall overcome the energy stored in the strong field. At that point
the minimum of the total pair energy will become positive, and hence the real   pairs would disappear
from the vacuum. Above that temperature, chiral symmetry will be restored, and quarks will retain their
zero mass in the chiral limit. The order parameter of this phase transition is the value of the vacuum quark
condensate, ¸)yº¹ B»B¼¹ y:½ , i.e. a measure of the density of   pairs in a vacuum. It has a non-zero value at zero
temperature and drops to zero at critical temperature ¢®­7O·¶ . In this case, chiral symmetry is broken at
zero temperature (due to the potential energy), and restored at high temperature.
In addition to dynamical symmetry breaking, both symmetries are broken also explicitly, by the
finite mass term A(  B$B in the QCD Lagrangian. The bare masses   are only a few MeV for u and d
quarks, and about ,:¾Ey MeV for s quark; that means negligible compared to, or at most comparable with,
the scale expected for ¢ ­ . Therefore, it seems reasonable that the chiral symmetry transition scenario will
remain qualitatively valid: there is dynamical breaking of chiral symmetry at low temperature and its
approximate restoration above ¢ ­ . The question is why the Z
z
symmetry at low temperature is not com-
pletely destroyed by such small values of  , which are far from infinity? It was argued by H. Satz [6],
that when we try to drop the quark mass from infinity down to its bare value at low temperature, the mass
effectively stops decreasing at its dynamical value µ57NeE¾:y MeV (one third of the baryon mass, or one
half of the ¿ -meson mass), which is still well above any expectation for ¢ ­ . Therefore, the Z
z
symme-
try remains still an approximate symmetry at low temperature, even after this attempt of a severe explicit
breaking. This is also an argument in favour for the two phase transitions, the confinement-deconfinement
one and chiral symmetry one, to occur at the same point. In other words, the chiral symmetry breaking,
by effectively increasing the quark masses, drives the Z
z
symmetry restoration.
2.2 Phase diagram of matter
In order to have an estimate of the transition temperature at zero baryon density we compare two sim-
plest approximations: an ideal non-interacting Hadron Gas (HG) of massless pions, and an ideal gas
(QGP) of massless gluons and of two-flavour quarks [7]. These two situations differ (i) in the number
of degrees of freedom, i.e. the degeneracy factor " , and (ii) by the presence of an external pressure from
non-perturbative vacuum in the QGP case. This external pressure is absent in HG, as the vacuum is also
present between the pions and the pressure acts on each pion separately. The energy density À , the entropy

































where " is a degeneracy factor and ¢ is the temperature. The degeneracy factor is different for boson












    
In the case of HG we have three boson degrees of freedom Ç È 46e , i.e. three isospin pion states, and no









In the QGP case, we have both the boson (gluon) degrees of freedom Ç È 4N,: (8 colour states times two
spin states for gluons), and the fermion (quark) degrees of freedom ÇJÊ4wG (2 flavours times 3 colours
times 2 spins times 2 for quark-antiquark). We estimate the external pressure using the bag model for










Comparing Eqs. (4) and (5) we see that when the temperature ¢ rises from zero we get at low temperatures
larger pressure in the HG phase, then the pressures in the two phases become equal, and finally the pressure
in the QGP phase will be above the HG one. This is a consequence of the larger number of degrees of
freedom in the QGP phase. According to Gibbs criterion the phase with the largest pressure is the stable
one, so at low temperatures it will be the HG phase and at high temperatures the QGP phase. At the phase












4Nw:y:y MeV, i.e. the value used in the bag model to describe the hadron mass spectra, we
finally get the critical temperature ¢®­X4,G:G MeV. More detailed calculations can be found in Ref. [8].
Exact theoretical calculations are done in the lattice QCD [2, 9]. They have been performed, on
different lattice sizes, both for pure gauge theory, and with dynamical quarks at zero net baryon charge. 2
These calculations confirm the existence of the two phases. However, the phase transition is found to
be of the first or of the second order, or even a smooth crossover, depending on the number of the quark
flavours and their masses. The critical temperature ¢ ­ obtained at zero baryon density is about 260 MeV
for pure gauge, and varies between 140–170 MeV for theories with dynamical quarks.
The QGP phase at non-zero baryon density can be studied at high temperatures in the framework
of a thermal perturbative QCD [5, 10]. Assuming that interactions among quarks and gluons are small,












































where Ç  is the number of active quark flavours and
Ó
 is the quark chemical potential. Comparing with
Eqs. (2) and (3) we see that Eq. (7) is an equation for ideal gas with a QCD corrections. As in the simple
estimate mentioned above, we can calculate the critical temperature ¢ ­ , now as a function of the chemi-
cal potentials
Ó
 . This way we can estimate the boundary between the two phases in the baryon density
– temperature plane, shown schematically in Fig 3. Note, however, that the boundary condition was es-
timated with the assumption of high temperature, i.e. small [^# . In a baryon free regime, i.e.
Ó
Ô4Õy ,
assuming [ # 4Öy
Y





4Ö,EQG MeV, for two quark flavours. This estimate will
change to ¢®­4N,:¾Ew MeV, if we include the s quark.
2This has a ‘purely technical’ reason; some expressions that are in lattice Monte Carlo formulation interpreted as probabili-
ties, are no longer, at non-zero baryon densities, positive definite.
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Fig. 3: Phase diagram of matter.
Model calculations for very high baryon densities and low temperatures generally confirm the first
order phase transition at baryon densities 4–10 times higher than that of normal nuclear matter. Above
these densities, and at temperatures lower then few tens of MeV, another phase, a superconducting quark
condensate, can be expected [11]. This phase is formed of quark Cooper pairs, as a consequence of an
attractive quark-quark potential in an antitriplet colour configuration. This is a topic which recently re-
ceived a lot of attention; however, such densities are probably unreachable in accelerator experiments
with heavy ions.
Figure 3 summarises schematically the phase diagram of matter. The region accessible by different
accelerators are also shown. In addition, the phase transitions that presumably occurred in nature are
indicated. At high baryon densities the phase transitions are expected to be of the first order. At low
baryon densities and high temperatures the character of the phase transition probably changes to second
order or to a smooth crossover. Therefore, somewhere at the phase boundary line a tricritical point may
exist.
3. QGP SIGNATURES
Many different signatures have been proposed for the formation of a QGP phase. We can divide them into
two large groups: (i) hadronic probes and (ii) electromagnetic probes, according to the type of final state
particles. Hadronic probes have large cross-sections and are relatively easy to measure. However, they
also have disadvantages: the hadrons undergo a substantial evolution through strong re-interactions in
the period between their formation and the detection. The QGP has first to hadronize into resonances and
particles, which then for some time will interact among themselves, both elastically and inelastically, until
their spatial density decreases sufficiently and the final hadrons freeze out. Therefore, both the momentum
distributions and the final particle composition can be affected by later stages of the heavy-ion collision.
We will argue, however, that despite this we are able to access the properties of the first, very dense, stage
of the collision using final hadrons.
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On the other hand, the electromagnetic probes are of course more direct tools for investigating the
first stages of heavy-ion interactions because they have a negligible cross-section for interacting with
hadronic matter and hence, after being produced, they have little chance to be affected later. Here the
problem is that generally their production cross-sections are also very low, so their detection in the high-
background environment of heavy-ion collisions is a very difficult task.
We shall concentrate on some of the QGP signatures that have been exploited in recent experiments
with heavy-ions at the CERN SPS.
3.1 Strangeness enhancement
Strangeness enhancement, was among the first signatures proposed for the possible observation of a QGP
by J. Rafelski, R. Hagedorn and B. Mu¨ller [12, 13, 14], and it is a typical example of a hadronic probe.
There are two reasons why strangeness should be enhanced in a QGP; the first is due to a large temper-
ature expected to be achieved in the heavy-ion collision at high energies, and the second is an additional
enhancement at large baryon densities.
At low temperatures strange quark production is suppressed due to its large dynamical mass µ5#(7
¾:yEy MeV. The suppression factor with respect to u and d quark production (with dynamical masses µ5÷}ø ùú4

























which gives at typical hadronic temperature ¢46,E¾:y MeV the value û # 76y
Y
w . After a chiral symmetry
restoration the quark masses suddenly drop, and we have to substitute the dynamical masses with current
masses: µ # a  # 7,E¾:y MeV and µ  a   7y MeV. For the same temperature ¢ 4,:¾Ey MeV,
û
# will increase to about 0.4. Therefore, as a consequence of the chiral symmetry restoration, we would
observe a global strangeness enhancement by a factor of about 2.
A second reason for a strangeness enhancement arises when there is large baryon density, e.g. for
SPS energies even at mid-rapidity, owing to large baryon stopping. For central Pb–Pb collisions a baryo-
chemical potential in this region still reaches
Ó
7wE¾:y MeV. Therefore, if the hadronic matter is decon-
fined during the collision, the volume of the central fireball is already occupied by many u and d quarks
coming from the interacting nuclei. As a consequence the production of u and d quarks is suppressed due
to Pauli blocking [15]. This way the production of the s quarks will be relatively enhanced. Taking into




:e the strangeness suppression factor
û
# given by Eq. (8) has to be multiplied by 6¦¨§©+F
Ó

Q¢K , and for SPS energies it will further increase
up to û #(76y
Y
 . Consequently, at SPS energies we expect a global increase of strangeness production by
a factor of about 2.5–3, using the very rough estimates presented here.
Under the same assumptions, the strangeness enhancement will be more pronounced for particles
with more than one strange quark, i.e. the  meson and the cascade baryons ( \ and    ). In a first
approximation, if they are produced by a recombination of quarks from a QGP, we would expect that 






 production by a factor of
about û z
#
7 ,:¾ – wE¾ . These estimates, however, do not take into account many important details, such as
the hadronization process and hadron wave functions.
Strangeness production can also be enhanced in a pure hadronic scenario. If, during the heavy-ion
collision, the gas of produced hadrons has enough time to interact, the inelastic collisions will drive the
system towards chemical equilibrium. In this scenario, at the beginning strangeness production is sup-
pressed and during the hadronic re-interactions the strangeness content will increase with time. A typical
inelastic process of this type is I  V ©5a +V  . Once we produce a strange particle, the probability to
3The factor 1/2 takes into account the dilution of strangeness due to resonance decays, where mostly new u and d quarks are
produced.
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destroy it is very low, because it interacts mostly with pions and nucleons (until strangeness will reach its
equilibrium value). For multi-strange hadrons such re-interactions will be much less effective. In order to
produce, for example, an
 
 we have to go through the following reaction chain: (i) I  V ©5aC V  ,
(ii) I  V  a	 V   , (iii) I V   a	 V    . Such reaction chains have low probability, and
therefore need a long time. In addition, multi-strange particles can easily be destroyed in subsequent in-
teractions with pions or nucleons. Therefore, the approach to chemical equilibrium for the
 
 will be
very slow. For the
 
 we would have to go through another small cross-section process, the production





pair is strongly suppressed because of the high threshold (above 3 GeV for ITºIT annihilation).
Estimates show [16], that the chemical equilibration time in a hadronic gas for    will be of the
order of 100 fm/ 
 , while the typical timescale for a Pb–Pb collision is given by the size of the Pb nucleus
and is only of the order of 10 fm/ 
 . On the other hand, in a QGP strangeness equilibration will proceed
very fast, because after a chiral symmetry restoration, the strange quark production is at the same level as
the other light species. Once a sufficient strangeness density is built up during the QGP phase, it is easy
to fill the phase-space during hadronization according to the maximum entropy principle, i.e. according
to chemical equilibrium. If the system later spends a significant time in the interacting hadronic phase,






. Therefore, the observation of an order of magnitude enhancement of multi-
strange baryon production would be a strong argument in favour of the creation of a QGP during heavy-
ion collisions.
3.2 Charmonium suppression
Charm quarks in heavy-ion interactions are produced in hard parton collisions and, maybe, at a very early
stage, when the temperature is still high enough to overcome the charm production threshold. There is
a large difference in a charmonium production in ordinary hadron collisions and in a deconfined matter,
as was predicted by T. Matsui and H. Satz [17]. This effect is analogous to Debye screening in classical
electrostatic theory. The potential between two charges in a dense medium of many other charges reduces






The screening radius & # is estimated from lattice QCD results, to be 0.3–0.5 fm [18]. In a QGP the   pair
produced in a hard parton collision cannot form a   bound state if the size of this state is larger than the
screening radius. In other words: if the density of the medium is large enough, before the  and  quarks
reach the distance at which they would resonate, other quarks from the medium already appear in between
them, and as a consequence the charm quarks rather fragment into D mesons than form a   bound state.
This is a completely different situation than for strange quarks, where we expect an enhancement of
the  production. The   pairs will be also screened; however, in this case, owing to the large strangeness
density in a QGP, the quarks which appear in between  and  quarks trying to prevent the  formation
would be with a fair probability also strange. Contrary to charm quarks, strange quarks are easy to pro-
duce, e.g. in string fragmentation. Therefore, this screening mechanism would not alter in any significant
way the  production, as one might think.
It was predicted that the charmonium states production will be suppressed with a characteristic pat-
tern. As the temperature of a deconfined matter rises, i.e. the density of colour charges increases, first the
states with larger radii begin to disappear, and the smaller ones would be affected at higher temperatures
only. Estimations show that  has to disappear right at the phase transition, i.e. at ¢¯­ , then the  ­ states
will follow at about ,
Y
,Q¢
­ , and finally at about ,
Y
e¢
­ the J/ itself will complete the charmonium dis-
appearance. A fair fraction of J/ are normally produced in the decays of  (5–8%) and even larger in
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those of  ­ states (32–40%). This is easy to understand:  ­ states can be produced via two gluon anni-
hilation, unlike the J/ , which needs at least one additional gluon in order to get the correct parity. As
a consequence a small suppression in J/ production has to happen when the conditions for a QGP are
reached, then at higher energy densities we have to observe a drop of about 40%, and, eventually, at even
higher energy densities J/ has to disappear completely.
On the other hand, the J/ , being a hadron, will be affected in subsequent hadron interactions. In
a purely hadronic scenario, we expect some level of J/ suppression because when J/ interacts with pi-
ons and nucleons, there is a large probability that it will disappear. The J/ cross-section with ordinary
hadrons is relatively small, about 2–3 mbarn. However, the J/ absorption could be larger due to inter-
actions with comoving hadrons owing to a large density of these comovers [19]. Another increase of the
J/ absorption could be produced if, before the J/ is formed, the   pair is for a sufficiently long time
in an octet colour state [20], since such a state has a larger hadronic cross-section due to its larger colour
charge (by a factor 9/4, compared to triplet charge). This effect would increase the effective J/ absorp-
tion cross-section up to about 7 mbarn, and explains the J/ production measured in hadronic and h–A
reactions.
In heavy-ion interactions we expect an additional suppression of the J/ production, if the hadronic
matter is deconfined during the collision. An observation of such ‘anomalous’ suppression would be a
strong indication for deconfinement.
3.3 Kinematic probes
Another class of hadronic probe deals with the determination of the thermodynamical variables, like tem-
perature ¢ , energy density À , entropy density Á and pressure % , of a dense hadronic matter produced in
heavy-ion collisions. From Eq. 2 for an ideal gas we see that we can use these variables for the measure-
ment of the number of degrees of freedom, or more precisely of the degeneracy factor " , which increases
rapidly when going from a hadron gas to a QGP. Observing a rapid rise of À /¢
Â
or Á /¢ z within a small
temperature interval will signal a phase transition. The thermodynamical variables are connected to the
measured observables: temperature to the inverse slope of  distribution or mean % , energy density
to the transverse energy density d . /d and entropy density to the particle density d  /d .
A rapid increase of pressure % in the QGP phase has as a consequence a fast collective expansion
of the system, and hence development of a large outward flow. This could be observed via modifications
of particle spectra, especially those of heavier particles.
Information about the geometry of the collision and about the collective expansion can be obtained
using interferometry measurements by studying identical particle correlations. Investigation of correla-
tions in different directions with respect to particle momenta gives us information about the transverse
and longitudinal size of the particle source, and its lifetime. This way we can reconstruct the space-time
dynamics of heavy-ion reactions.
3.4 Electromagnetic probes
There are predictions for the production of both direct thermal photons and thermal dileptons in a QGP.
The signals are, however, very small compared to expected background.




 , is very similar to that from hadron gas, produced in the reaction IÉ¿-a û ¿ , both in shape
and intensity [21]. The clear signal from QGP is expected only at significantly higher temperatures and
transverse momenta %Nw GeV/ 
 [22].
The thermal lepton pair yield from a QGP competes with other dilepton sources. At lower effec-
tive masses it will be dominated by dilepton decays of vector mesons, ¿ and  [23]. The vector mesons
themselves, especially the ¿ , can be modified in hadronic dense matter. At higher masses the dilepton
yield critically depends on the QGP thermalization time, and this in turn determines up to which effective
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mass this yield would be higher than that of Drell-Yan production [24]. Depending on the scenario, the
effective mass limit reaches 5–10 GeV. It is worth noting that in this mass region a substantial contribu-
tion to the total lepton pair spectra might be due to semi-leptonic decays of charm, and for higher masses
and higher energies due to semi-leptonic decays of beauty particles.
The electromagnetic probes are hard to observe at today’s energies because of very small yields and
large background. The situation will change at higher energies, i.e. in collider heavy-ion experiments,
where higher temperatures are expected.
4. EXPERIMENTAL SITUATION
Experiments with heavy-ion beams of ultra-relativistic energies have been done at Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL) Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS) and at CERN Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS).
At BNL AGS the maximum energy per nucleon varies between 11 GeV and 14.6 GeV depending on the
ion (i.e. proton to neutron ratio) and ions up to Au were accelerated. At the CERN SPS the maximum
energy achieved is between 200 GeV per nucleon for |ﬀ O and zþD S ions, and 158 GeV per nucleon for
D
ﬂﬁ Pb ions. We shall concentrate on the recent results obtained with SPS Pb beam, which was for the first
time accelerated in 1994.
4.1 Multi-strange particle production
As we argued in the previous section, an enhanced multi-strange particle production is one of the promi-
nent signatures of a QGP. The global strangeness enhancement in Pb–Pb collisions at SPS was established
very soon [25]. The initial NA49 results on kaon production indicated a global strangeness enhancement,
since kaons carry about 75% of all strangeness produced in a collision. The measured enhancement is
comparable to that observed in S–S and S–Ag at SPS, i.e. a factor of about two when normalised to
pion production. The kaon yields in the central region have also been measured by the WA97 [26] and
NA44 [27] collaborations, and they confirm the NA49 results [28, 29].
The WA97 collaboration concentrated on measurements of yields of strange, and especially multi-
strange particles at mid-rapidity [26, 30]. They have used a silicon telescope for the reconstruction of V
and cascade decays. The number of wounded nucleons, i.e. the nucleons from colliding ions interact-
ing between themselves, is used both as a centrality measure and for normalisation [31]. It is estimated
from the measured charged particle multiplicity in two central pseudorapidity units, and compared to the
measured relative cross-section using the Glauber model. In Fig. 4 the yields of different particles per
wounded nucleon are shown as a function of the number of wounded nucleons, normalised to the cor-
responding values in p–Be collisions. The data were collected in p–Be, p–Pb [32] and Pb–Pb collisions
for negative particles (h  ), K ﬃ ,  ,  ,   ,   and    . The K ﬃ yields are normalised to the p–Pb value,




 are presented as
a sum owing to the small statistics, particularly in proton-induced collisions.
For each particle type the yields per wounded nucleon are compatible between p–Be and p–Pb col-
lisions. In Pb–Pb collisions they are also compatible for all measured centralities (40% of the inelastic
cross-section); however, they are enhanced with respect to the p–A yields by different factors, depending
on the particle type. An interesting enhancement pattern is revealed when plotting these enhancement
factors as a function of particle strangeness content (see Fig. 5). The measured particles are divided into
two classes: those with at least one valence quark in common with the nucleon and those with no valence
quark in common with the nucleon. The two classes are kept separate since it is known that they may
exhibit different production features, e.g. rapidity spectra. The observed enhancement increases with the
strangeness of the particle, and reaches a value of about 15 for
  
. The enhancements for a baryon and
its corresponding antibaryon become more similar as the strangeness content increases. There is a dif-
ference of about a factor 2.4 in the enhancement for  ( 7 e
Y
w ) and  ( 7Õ,
Y
e ), while the difference in
















































Fig. 4: Mid-rapidity particle yields per wounded nucleon normalised to p–Be yield (K ' ( to p–Pb yield) in Pb–Pb collisions at
158 GeV per nucleon. (WA97 collaboration)
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Fig. 5: Enhancement dependence on particle species in Pb–Pb collisions at 158 GeV/nucleon. (WA97 collaboration)
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der to obtain the corresponding enhancements normalised to pion yields, all the enhancements presented
above would have to be divided by a factor of about 1.3, to account for the measured negative particle
enhancement and the kaon contribution to it.
Results on   and   production in central Pb–Pb interactions were reported also by the NA49
collaboration [33]. The measured yields agree within the errors with those published by the WA97 col-
laboration. The global enhancement of   with respect to pp interactions was estimated to be about an
order of magnitude, by comparing to the interpolation of pp measurements at different energies, which
confirms the WA97 result.
The central yields per wounded nucleon, measured by the WA97 experiment [26, 34], are within
experimental errors constant as a function of the number of wounded nucleons in Pb–Pb collisions for
21
< ÷Q3Qù
above 100 (which is the region covered by the experiment). The yields per wounded nucleon ob-
served in p–Be and p–Pb collisions are significantly lower than those in Pb–Pb collisions, suggesting that
the enhancement sets in for  1
< ÷Q3Qù
somewhere below 100. Similar observation was done in the NA52 ex-
periment [35], which measured the centrality dependence of K  and K  invariant cross-section at c.m.s.
rapidity about 1.5. Negative particle production is also enhanced in A–A collisions with respect to p–A
collisions, by about 40% according to the WA97 results. This last enhancement can be explained in terms
of intra-nuclear cascading of secondary particles, an effect which is taken into account in the wounded
nucleon model. During such a cascade mostly pions are produced, while the production of heavier strange
particles is barely affected. This constitutes an additional motivation to use a normalisation which does
not depend on the pion yield in the measurement of enhancement.
The  -meson production has been measured by two experiments, the NA49 and NA50. The NA49
collaboration reconstructs  meson in the K  K  decay channel, and observes an enhancement in the  /I





 decay channel indicates a substantially larger enhancement; however, one
has to extrapolate from quite a high %3 region, %N,
Y
, GeV/ 
 , where the measurements were done [37].
4.2 J/ suppression





production in heavy-ion collisions at the CERN SPS. They have been using a dimuon spectrometer with
a toroidal magnet for muon measurements. A clear J/ signals in different collision systems has been
observed.
They use two analysis methods that give compatible results [38]. In the first method, the J/ yield
is normalised to the Drell-Yan pair production as measured. The advantage of this method is a small sys-
tematic error as it relies on two hard processes measured in the same data sample. However, its limitation
is statistics of the reference process due to the small production cross-section. In the second method the
J/ yield is normalised to the number of minimum bias events. Then the ratio between minimum bias
and Drell-Yan production is calculated using the Glauber model. From these two one finally gets the J/
yield normalised to the Drell-Yan with a better statistical precision, owing to the large number of min-
imum bias events. As a centrality measure the observed transverse energy .4 in a calorimeter is used.
It can be related to energy density À by the Bjorken formula, assuming an initial thermalization time of
about 5·7N, fm/ 
 .
In Fig. 6 we see the measured J/ yield normalised to the Drell-Yan divided by the yield expected
in the case of the ‘normal’ J/ absorption. The results for both methods are presented. In addition to the
NA50 data for Pb–Pb collisions with different centralities, the NA38 results for S–U and p–A reactions,
as well as the NA51 data for pp and pd interactions, are plotted. The normalised J/ yields follow the
expected absorption up to the energy density of about 2.2 GeV/fmz where a first sharp drop is observed.
The data indicate also a second drop at the energy density of about 3.1 GeV/fmz . Such a pattern of J/
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Fig. 6: J/9 yield normalised to that expected taking into account the ordinary absorption in nuclear matter as a function of the
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Fig. 7: Dimuon effective mass spectra for peripheral (number of participating nucleons around 110) and central (number of
participating nucleons around 381) Pb–Pb collisions after combinatorial background subtraction, and the known sources: Drell-
Yan (dashed line), open charm decays (dotted line), J/9 and 9DC decays (dashed-dotted line) and the total (full line). (NA50
collaboration)
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Fig. 8: Inverse KML slope dependence on particle mass in central Pb–Pb collisions at 158 GeV/nucleon.
is already suppressed in S–U central collisions [39].
Another interesting observation reported by the NA50 and NA38 collaborations is an excess of
dimuons in the intermediate mass region, i.e. between the N and the J/O mass [40]. When they try to
describe the dimuon mass spectra in this region by known sources, i.e. mixed event background, Drell-
Yan and charm particle semi-leptonic decays, the data show an enhancement, which rises with centrality
(see Fig. 7). For the most central Pb–Pb events this excess reaches a factor of about two. The effective
mass shape of these dimuons is compatible with that from charm particle semi-leptonic decays. If this
excess is interpreted as coming from charm decays, the charm yield enhancement would smoothly rise
with centrality and would reach in the most central Pb–Pb collisions a value above 3.
4.3 Transverse mass spectra
Almost all experiments studying Pb-induced collisions at the CERN SPS measured transverse spectra
for different particle species. They have been approximated by an exponential function of PRQ with an
inverse slope S as a parameter. A very interesting pattern is obtained if we plot these inverse slopes as
a function of the particle mass. The observed pattern is interpreted as the result of collective transverse
flow, which comes about as a consequence of particle interactions before they freeze out. It means that
we observe the particle spectra ‘blue-shifted’ [41]. Their PRQ distributions have a temperature component
and a collective velocity component. When particles have the same mean velocity, more massive particles
will have a larger collective flow component in the transverse momenta. Therefore, we expect to see an
increase of the inverse slope parameter with particle mass if there is a substantial transverse expansion. It
was shown that the apparent temperature (i.e. measured inverse slope) will be SUTVSXWZY[Z\
Q]
P_^3` , in a non-
relativistic approximation, where S W is the freeze-out temperature, [aQ is the average collective velocity
and P is the particle mass. The data, shown in Fig. 8, are collected from different experiments [42, 43, 44],
and are compatible with a linear increase of the inverse slope with particle mass. There are, however, some
important exceptions in this behaviour, which will be discussed below.
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The freeze-out temperature and the average velocity could be, in principle, deduced from this de-
pendence, however these two parameters have a large correlation when determined using only this infor-
mation. The NA44 and NA49 experiments have measured the transverse radius parameter of the source,
using two-pion correlations, as a function of the transverse momentum of the pion pair. The transverse
radius decreases with bQ , which is again interpreted as a collective expansion because a high bQ particles
come, in general, from an earlier stage of the collisions. Measurement of the source size is more sensitive
to the velocity than to the temperature. In a combined analysis [45] of the inverse slope data and the bQ
dependence of the two-pion correlation function by the NA49 collaboration [45], the following values
are obtained: S W TUcac3d – ca`3d MeV and [eQfTUghd3ikj3j – daikl3d3mhn . This tells us that in central Pb–Pb collisions
most of the hadrons move radially out with a collective transverse velocity more than half the speed of
light.
The most marked deviation from the above described behaviour is the inverse slope for o p which
is well below the expectation [43, 44]. To understand this we recall that the transverse expansion is built
up through interactions among the hadrons before their density drops to a point where they freeze out.
These interactions are mostly elastic and, in the case of the o , only elastic collisions would contribute, as
otherwise o particles would be destroyed. Usually, the elastic cross-section near the threshold is governed
by elastic resonances. But in the orq system there are no resonances (made up from three strange quarks)
because of isospin conservation. Therefore o s, once they have been produced, interact less with the pion
gas surrounding them, unlike most of the other particles. A quantitative estimate using microscopic model
calculations [46] agrees well with the data.
The same argument holds for the N meson, since NZq resonances are also forbidden. Here the exper-
imental situation is less clear. There are two measurements of the N transverse mass distribution which
do not agree. The NA49 value agrees with the linear rise [36], while the NA50 result is well below [37].
However, the two results are obtained in different parts of the b3Q spectrum and in different decay modes,
hence under very different signal-to-background conditions.
The dependence of the inverse slopes on centrality has been investigated [44] for negative particles,
KW s , strange and multi-strange baryons, and no strong dependence was observed. Inverse slopes change
by no more than 15% over the range studied by the WA97 experiment. A similar conclusion was reached
by the NA49 collaboration for centrality dependence of average bQ of pions, kaons and protons [28].
Data from the WA98 experiment [47] on q W , and from NA45 on negative particle, pion and ‘net proton’
spectra [48] were reported, all showing, at most, a weak dependence.
4.4 Electromagnetic signals
Two experiments at the CERN SPS were looking for electromagnetic signals, which at SPS energies is
a very difficult task. The WA98 collaboration was trying to access direct photons. They succeeded in
reconstructing q W and t mesons over a large b Q range, but the remaining photon signal, after subtraction
of u ’s from known sources, is within the systematical uncertainties [47]. A similar observation was made
by the NA45 collaboration [49, 50].
In addition, the NA45 collaboration has reported a low-mass dielectron enhancement in central Pb-
Au collisions, which is most pronounced in the effective mass window d3ik`wvVPRxyx vzd3ik{ GeV and at low
bQ [50, 51]. In order to draw conclusions from this observation, the NA45 collaboration has added to
their experimental set-up a TPC which will significantly improve the dielectron mass resolution.
5. INTERPRETATION
The results described in the previous section demonstrate new experimental effects in central Pb-Pb col-
lisions at the CERN SPS. In particular:
| Large enhancements at mid-rapidity for multi-strange baryons are observed, reaching a factor of
about 15 in the case of o . The enhancement exhibit a pattern in which particle production is en-
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 hanced more, the greater the strangeness content of the particle.
| Production of the J/O particle is anomalously suppressed. In addition to an absorption in nuclear
matter, the data show two sudden drops, the first one at the energy density of about 2.1 GeV/fm}
and the second at about 3.2 GeV/fm} .
Thermal model analyses of strange particle yields have shown that the system approaches thermal
and chemical equilibrium [52]. The different features implemented in the models lead to a clustering of
values around S~Tc3{ad – c3ad MeV and  about `3jad MeV in Pb–Pb interactions. A fast strangeness
equilibration was one of the fundamental predicted features in QGP formation, and this leads naturally
to the thermal and chemical equilibration of strange and multi-strange particles at hadronization. The
particle composition is essentially frozen at this point, because the inelastic hadronic cross-sections at
that temperature are too small to change particle abundances significantly within the rapidly expanding
fireball.
Multi-strange baryons here play a key role since their abundance will not reach chemical equilib-
rium in a purely hadronic scenario. Attempts to describe the experimental observations within a hadronic
scenario adding new “ad hoc” effects failed to explain the features of o production [53]. Moreover, in
a QGP scenario, the enhancement is expected to increase with the strangeness content, as is observed.
Such a pattern contradicts the expectations from rescattering in the hadronic fireball where multi-strange
particle formation is hindered by high thresholds and low cross-sections.
The observed inverse slopes of the PRQ distributions generally follow a linear dependence of the
inverse slope on the mass P of the particle species. The measured transverse radius parameter decreases
with bQ . These dependences were predicted as a consequence of collective flow. The data indicate a mean
transverse velocity [aQ_Tzghd3ikj3j – dailad3mhn , superimposed on the thermal motion with temperature S ~ Tzc3{ad –
c3ad MeV. The o inverse slope does not fit this pattern. In a high density environment dominated by pions,
this is understandable in terms of the small oq elastic cross-section since there are no orq resonances.
This means that the o s freeze out at an earlier stage, and do not acquire the same flow as other species.
Such a behaviour has been confirmed quantitatively by microscopic transport calculations. The case of
the inverse slope of the N meson, which does not resonate with a pion either is, however, still opened.
The observed behaviour of J/O production in Pb–Pb interactions, is naturally interpreted as a hi-
erarchy of  and J/O suppression, as predicted in QGP at temperatures well above SX~ . These observa-
tions, and those described above, lead to the conclusion that in the most central Pb–Pb collisions decon-
finement occurs, and a maximum energy density above 3 GeV/fm} at a temperature around 240 MeV
is reached. In S-induced interactions, neither  nor J/O anomalous suppression is observed, though O
suppression is seen. In the picture described above, the strangeness is enhanced as soon as temperatures
close to SX~ŁTca{3d – ca3d MeV are reached, which is still not sufficient to melt the  and the J/O . As the
energy density is proportional to the fourth power of temperature, further increase is needed to observe a
 suppression, and in order to melt directly the J/O one needs to raise energy density by factor of about
3.
The enhancement of multi-strange baryons and the anomalous J/O suppression are the two main
results which lead us to claim that a new state of strongly interacting matter has been observed in Pb–
Pb collisions at the CERN SPS [54]. The observed effects coincide with those predicted for QGP and,
when the quantitative predictions have been made, the measurements are in agreement with them. In
fact particle abundances close to thermal and chemical equilibrium values and a hierarchy of enhance-
ment increasing with the strangeness content of the particle were predicted about 20 years ago [13]. The
charmonium suppression was predicted a few years later [17]. Other results obtained in the CERN Pb




The Pb-ion programme at the CERN SPS will continue at least through the run in the year 2000. A sys-
tematic study of the onset of observed effects as a function of energy and size of the colliding system
remains to be done. Further study of N -meson production and of the intermediate mass enhancement in
dimuon spectra is necessary. The continuation of the program after the year 2000 will depend on the
physics results of ongoing analyses.
In coming years, two colliders capable of accelerating heavy-ions will became operational. In this
last section, we shall address the experimental programmes foreseen for these new machines.
6.1 RHIC Programme
RHIC is the first high-energy collider dedicated to heavy-ion physics. It will allow the study of pp, p–A
and A–A interactions at a maximum collision energy of  2T`ad3d GeV per nucleon pair for the Au–Au
system. There are many advantages of the higher beam energies available at RHIC. The energy densities
achieved will be higher than those at the SPS, and higher temperatures will be reached in large reaction
volumes. The larger rapidity span (of about 10 units) will allow a better separation of the central and frag-
mentation regions. Therefore, RHIC will allow for precise measurements with high statistical accuracy.
At the same time, the importance of the hard component in the collisions at these energies opens up new
channels and opportunities for new physics. In its first year of running, scheduled to begin in the spring
or summer of 2000, RHIC will run at full beam energy with the Au–Au system. Later, changes of beam
energy and beam species will be made according to priorities.
There are four experimental detectors (STAR, PHENIX, PHOBOS and BRAHMS) at RHIC, two
large (the former) and two smaller (the latter) ones. They each exploit a variety of detection techniques
and they are designed in a way to be complementary in order to cover almost every proposed observable
of QGP formation.
STAR [55], a large TPC-based detector, is designed to measure mainly hadronic signals. This in-
cludes the inclusive and single-event production of identified charged particles, as well as the inclusive
production of neutral kaons,  s, cascades and hadronic resonances, in at least two units of rapidity at mid-
rapidity. With the possible exception of multi-strange particles, this program is accessible in the first year
of running. The multi-strange particle programme will become possible with the upgrade of the silicon
vertex detector currently under construction.
PHENIX [56] is primarily a detector designed to observe the leptonic and electromagnetic signals
for QGP formation, i.e. electron and muon pairs, and photons. It comprises two muon arms on both
sides, and central detectors which include tracking detectors the RICH detector and the electromagnetic
calorimeter. In addition to leptons, the inclusive spectra of pions and kaons would be accessible.
PHOBOS [57] is an experiment based on silicon-detector technology which is designed to look at
RHIC collisions in an unbiased way (high rate, minimum-bias data taking). It is going to measure charged
hadrons, and possibly KW s and  , in about two units of rapidity around mid-rapidity.
BRAHMS [58] is a two-arm spectrometer capable of measuring identified charge particle spectra
all the way from mid-rapidity to almost beam rapidity, depending on the position of its moveable arms.
During the first year of RHIC running, BRAHMS will be able to determine the K/q ratio over a large
rapidity interval and measure some high b3Q particles.
6.2 ALICE Experiment
At CERN a new accelerator, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is under construction [59]. This will be
a high luminosity pp collider with a design energy of 7 TeV per proton beam. From the beginning of
the project it has been foreseen that this new collider will also run in heavy-ion mode, using the existing
CERN infrastructure for injection. A centre-of-mass energy up to 5.5 TeV/nucleon pair will be achieved
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in Pb–Pb collisions with a design luminosity above 10\ cm  \ s X . It will also be possible to accelerate
smaller nuclei (at higher luminosity) and probably, in addition, to collide asymmetric systems, including
p–A interactions.
In central Pb–Pb collisions at the LHC the expected energy density is 4–10 times higher than that
achieved at the CERN SPS, and about 4–5 times that for RHIC collisions. As a consequence the charged
particle density will be extremely high; it is predicted that d 
~
/d can reach up to 8000, which is the
main challenge for the proposed detector.
There will be only one dedicated experiment for heavy-ion collisions at LHC: A Large Ion Col-
lider Experiment (ALICE) [60]. Therefore, the ALICE collaboration made an effort to be able to detect
as many as possible of the observables proposed to study a QGP formation. The proposed ALICE facil-
ity comprises central detectors covering about two units of pseudorapidity centred at mid-rapidity. This
region is supposed to be completely baryon free (i.e. Td ) which simplifies the physical interpreta-
tion with respect to the present experimental situation. The central detectors will be placed inside 12 m
diameter solenoidal magnet, currently used in the L3 experiment at LEP.
Nearly all central ALICE detectors will be involved in hadron detection. The main tracking detec-
tor, a large cylindrical TPC [61] will measure charged particle momenta and participate in particle identi-
fication via d  /d measurement with better than 10% precision. The Inner Tracking System (ITS) [62],
based on six layers of different silicon detectors, will reconstruct secondary vertices close to the interac-
tion point, and hence detect the KW s ,  and cascade particles. Statistics for pions and kaons will be large
enough to allow their study on an event-by-event basis. In addition, the ITS detector will improve both
the momentum and d  /d measurements from the TPC.
Charged kaons below 0.5 GeV/ n and protons below 1 GeV/ n will be identified by d  /d measure-
ment. The large Time-Of-Flight (TOF) detector [63] at a radial distance of about 3.7 m will extend kaon
identification up to 2 GeV/c and proton identification up to 3.5 GeV/c. For kaons these two measurements
are complementary because slow kaons have a large probability to decay before they reach the TOF detec-
tor. The ALICE experiment will also measure and identify electrons in the Transition Radiation Detector
(TRD) [64] placed between the TPC and TOF. In addition, two single arm detectors, which cover only
about 10% or less of the acceptance of the other central detectors, are foreseen in the central region. The
High Momentum Particle Identification Detector (HMPID) [65], which is based on a proximity focus-
ing RICH detector, will be used for inclusive kaon and proton measurements up to at least 3 GeV/ n and
5 GeV/ n respectively. The PHOton Spectrometer (PHOS) [66] represents an electromagnetic calorimeter
made of lead-tungstate crystals and is dedicated to photon detection.
Dimuon signals will be measured in the forward muon spectrometer [67], covering pseudorapidi-
ties between 2.5 and 4.0 on one side of the ALICE detector. It will use an additional dipole magnet for
muon momentum measurements. The muon spectrometer has sufficient mass resolution to separate the
three  states.
The ALICE experiment is at present entering the construction phase in order to be ready for LHC
start-up which at the time of writing is scheduled for mid-2005.
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